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SPLAYED: SIX VERSES DREAMING  
GAPS IN GREAT SHINING THINGS

Mick Wilson

 

But then photography is already deeply implicated in these 
questions of surface, desire, fetish, and projection. Indeed, 
photography might readily be described as a speci!c 
condensation of the general to-be-looked-at-ness that is 
operative when any world comes into being and comes to 
matter for us at all." 

You have seen these surfaces disposed through time and launched 
upon an errancy through the long unlit corridors and the bright 
gleaming arcades of so many glittering half-worlds. You have stum-
bled through these uncomprehending displays, displacing yourself 
so as to see things ready for your inhabiting gaze. All this looking, 
only to find your gaze inhabited and ordered by a logic so powerful 
and compelling it summons you repeatedly into being-wishful-head-
long-toward; into looking-though-remaining-unseen; into looking 
hard for that crystalline unreachable-liquid-thing, that is the little 
object of your desire.

What props you up against the window, looking to support you, 
now competes with its own gaze to understand you. You, the great 
undisclosed, are becoming visible in the jostling drama of the to-be-
looked-at-longingly. The doubled shining world cascades repeatedly 
through glass, mirror, card and the laminar flows of wished-for-things. 
Now it reverses and no longer promises revelation but teases you 
nonetheless. Your wishes go stammering and they stutter skim across 
the surface of your always already half-darkened engine of thinking 
wishes. These appearances are stones thrown sideways through glass 
towards you. They skip, finding no restful place, nor plunge into even 
the half-depth and then forever ripple, giddy inside you.

You find yourself again looking on, interrupted by the dead air 
and the unforgiving hum of the white light, at the spectacle of 
display splayed open. The magical fiat of staging unpicks itself even 
as all dreamful artifices hide there visibly within the light. Like a 
tooth, this shining thing has deep aching roots. The clenching jaw 
rages and snaps to possess it all again and start afresh. Look here. 
Love me. Possess me. Want me. Remember me. Do not pass by with-
out another look upon me. See me. Know me. Want me once again. 
Will to possess me.
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ON THE FETISH CHARACTER
OF THE COMEDY OF DISPLAY



STAGE PROPERTIES

You wanted this thing so badly. Once bought and so owned, the thing 
corrupted itself; defied your longing; escaped your grasp; and then 
became clearly everything else other than its promises. Now these 
surprises are all flattening after they have been opened out for you. 
The auratic technology of display devices that brought your eyes 
scurrying over to map the longed-for-thing’s densities, and probe 
its shining presence, defaults now to dull remorseless refusal of the 
great play of shimmer and regard. It retracts into itself, in favour of 
the little torpors of it not being the-thing-it-was-supposed-to-be-
for-you. The thing now owned becomes unmoored in the economy of 
your longing and it will not move you as it did when it moved you to 
its purchase. Now it has no purchase on you.

But this time it will play differently. This time all will flow consumed 
in the great and full majesty of satiation. The dream-world will not 
expel you into the banalities of things un-loving, un-reciprocating and 
un-caring for you. Again, repeating, the dream-world will once more 
always endure … or so it seems as yet another lustre looks inward.

WHAT IS THERE TO BE LOOKED AT?

There are stretches of light and shadow. There are bright and 
dark colours. There are edges relaying light from elsewhere. There 
are boundaries and expanses of ambiguous scale. There are these 
much-cared-for-things that, even in this carefully staged disper-
sal, have already absconded. Spaces are opened, flattened, and 
rendered from out of themselves once more.

But what colours are these? A palette of sometimes subdued 
and powdered-down matt greys, browns, greens, oranges and pinks. 
These are colours that seem to self-annul, even as they announce 
themselves. These backdrop colours are made to encounter on 
occasion, dramatic black, fluorescing horizon, or emphatic geomet-
ric texture. The theatrics of staging to-be-looked-at-ness have 
re-doubled themselves so as to make these images: these images 
that are becoming platforms for your desire, becoming spaces to 
stage your own dramas, the multiple becoming double.
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FLOATING THINGS AND SUSPENSIONS

There is a great principle at work within the world, and here you 
are brought before all the goodliness that it has wrought out of its 
tireless labours to expand, invent, and overflow itself. This is the 
great animator of the global flows of things, people, production and 
destruction that gnaws away at the very fabric of worlds in order 
to extrude the dark mystery of the proxy-world: the dream-world 
of longing-enlivened dead matter. The great animator constantly 
renews, deftly floating proxy-worlds into view. These are more than 
masks upon the half-devoured world below. These proxy-worlds of 
ever-want, of ever-seem-to-almost-have and of never-more-to-
know-than-now – they are dark magics. We are already deep inside 
the enchantment. We are already longing to be enchanted more. 

We will not pretend to step outside this glittering circle of 
the always already devouring proxy-worlds. We also crave these 
newnesses. We also dwell within desiring this new anew. Even 
though we fantasise that we can see the impossible advent of these 
newnesses; the enchantment is not thereby broken open. In the 
great mirrored halls of longing, in the shopping precinct the prom-
ise of egress is always displaced. It is often projected upon some 
magical entry into the very materiality of these desired things. We 
imagine escape through a profound alchemical marriage with the 
thing – we will become co-substantive with the desired thing and so 
escape into the firmament of always already sated longing.

ARCADIAN GEOMETRIES 

Does it matter that you have wanted and will want again? Does it 
matter that you stumble along the tiled floor that grids black, then 
white? Does it matter that a convex surface becomes concave and 
then evaporates as a disappearing echo of the sheltering structures 
of the shopping precinct? The memory of an outside is screened out 
on all sides. This is the recurrent geometry of retail spaces.

The regularity of the patterned surface that you walk upon is 
designed to hold you in thrall. Then you are drawn along the look of 
the window and the dispositions of the great many goods that can 
be taken now immediately and completely. There is nothing new to 
see here, but look all the same at the novelty unfolded in the anae-
mic glare of the strip-lit mise-en-scéne. The chessboard patterns 
repeat again; displays enfold displays; and promises congeal upon 
promises. You must – and yet still you cannot – go deeper into the 
precincts of these images.
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JUST LOOK AT THESE THINGS

What happens when the devices and props deployed in order to 
stage and produce the to-be-looked-at (and the so desired) become 
the ostensible content of the image? What emerges in the recalibra-
tion of these devices and their disavowals from being the grounding 
platforms of display to become foregrounded and pictured things in 
their own right? What happens when we think over and along these 
half-surfaces and half-depths? What happens when we move toward 
(without reaching) the unerring collapse of those dizzying arcs of the 
dream-world’s looking?

Show me the props and I will show you the script. Propel  
me now through the stasis of the symptom toward the photograph-
ing surface that holds me here. The enchantment of the image is 
reversing if not quite collapsing. So this little drama of the self before 
things: perhaps it is becoming that little bit clearer in the resistance 
of these images to the inhabiting gaze. 

Just look at these things. Can you live inside there for much longer? 
Can you imagine no more outside? Can you imagine no other escape 
route? Come back for us when you find the way out. We will be in here 
dreaming and devouring. Perhaps we will dream a new escape.

1. Mary Kearns, To-be-looked-at-ness, 2011
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